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BriefING Romania
A good start for the new 7-year benchmark

Source: Reuters

EUR/RON
Slowly but steadily, the EUR/RON seems to have comfortably settled below 4.6600. We see the pair
hovering around current levels for a while and eventually returning towards the 4.6700 as the
fundamentals still point towards a weaker leu.

Government bonds
The inflation surprise to the upside didn’t seem to impress the ROMGBs market that much. That is
unless a 2-3 basis points shift higher across the curve can be called impressive. The April 2026
bond auction was decent at 1.4x bid-to-cover though the yields have been rather skewed to the
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bid side – though in line with our expectations – at a 4.69/4.71% average and maximum. We see
the market trading a touch defensively as yesterday’s higher inflation surprise could still
shape expectations today.

Money Market
The National Bank of Romania rolled over its one-week repo auction and injected RON5.3 billion to
seven participants. The amount looks respectable given that we are already well into the second
part of the minimum reserve maintenance period. This points to a much larger liquidity deficit
compared to the same period of the last month and confirms the NBR governor's assessment of
the liquidity deficit becoming quasi-structural. The RON8 billion redemption on 28 November
should rebalance the system, though is unlikely to lead to comfortable surpluses.
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as of the date of the publication and are subject to change without notice.
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